The Lake
Proofreading & Editing Package
THE LAKE
PRICING

Introduction

client consultation

You strike your final key. You check that all of your punctuation marks

$100

are in order. You title your document. Your newest piece of work is, at
last, complete.

proofreading
$85 per hour

Yet the longer you read your own work, the more you may be prone to
gloss over small punctuation errors. Perhaps you feel unsure about the

copyediting
$75 per hour

structure of your chapters or seek to understand just what a
"subordinate clause" really entails. As your editor, I offer a set of eyes to
catch every misspelled word and misplaced comma in your document

developmental editing
$100 per hour

or an experienced hand to dig into the meat of your character
development or plot construction.

additional draft edits

Collaboration is one of the top priorities of The Lake. This package is

$95 per draft

designed to cultivate a close, trustworthy relationship between editor
and client as you continue to refine your work through the drafting
process. After an initial gentle proofread, I regularly communicate with
clients as they cultivate subsequent drafts upon review of my comments
as they move towards a full developmental edit.
I am always available to answer questions and offer further guidance as
new drafts arise. As a lifelong writer and experienced scholar, I
recognize the significance of multiple drafts in cultivating a polished
piece. Clients of The Lake may trust that I am consistently present to
teach, review, and discuss their work as they create a work that truly
shines.

CLARITY | DEPTH | GROWTH
THE CORE TENANTS OF THE LAKE

This package may suit you if...

Areas of Expertise
Creative Fiction
short stories, novellas, and novels

Academic Writing
theses, dissertations, and conference papers

Creative Nonfiction
essays, memoirs, and speeches

Business and Web Content
blogs and marketing materials

Writers: Whether you are a first-time storyteller
or widely published, every writer relies on a
careful editor to examine their work for errors.
With my meticulous eye for detail, I ensure that
your draft is polished like the smooth, still
surface of the lake before you contact potential
literary agents or publishers.
Students: It is my intention to not only
efficiently and effectively review your work but
to also coach you in recognizing grammatical
errors and methods for improving your syntax
as you develop your skills as a scholarly writer.
Business Owners: Precision of detail and
consistency of brand voice help launch any
business to the next level. With a detailed yet
creative eye, I can polish your marketing
materials with both accuracy and style.

WHAT'S NEXT?

“This is, I think, what holiness is:
the natural world, where every
moment is full."
Mary Oliver, At the Lake

Have I spoken to your soul?
Please reach out to me using the
contact form to discuss your
proofreading or editing needs.
From there, we will develop an
editing plan tailored to your piece,
providing constructive feedback that
supports your unique narrative voice
as the stalwart shore embraces the
fluid lake.
Please visit
msadlerwriting.com/contact

